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destroyed and the Narnia they knew is gone forever. They come to assist the young Prince Caspian, who leads a group of old Narns to wage war against his malicious uncle Miraz, who ruled Narnia with an iron fist. Will they succeed? When will Aslan be back? Written by Blazer346 Plot Summary | Plot Summary Tag: Everything you know is about to change
forever. See more » Activity | Adventure | Family | Fantasy Certificate: 12 | See all certificates » Parents' Guide: Watch content guide » Editing Andrew Garfield auditioned for Prince Caspian. See more » Kids play on the beach upon his first return to Narnia, so they are in Cair Paravel in the next scene. The wetness and placement of their clothes is different,
but that's because a lot of time has passed. See more » Nikabrik: I told you we should have killed him when we had the chance. Thin Hunter: You know why we can't! If we vote, I'm with him. See more » The original theatrical version of this film was released by Walt Disney Pictures, but all television, video, and theatrical re-issue versions of the film are
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Aspect Ratio: 2.39 : 1 See Full Technical Specifications » C. S. Lewis Series: Chronicles of Narnia: Publishing Order 2 The file will be sent to your e-mail address. You may be escorted up to 1-5 minutes before you receive it. © 2014, Katherine Galang P Rins Caspian: The Return to Narnia is a children's fantasy novel written by Clive Staples Lewis (better
known as C.S. Lewis) and aired by Pauline Baines. It's happening on During World War II. The first edition was published in London, England by Jeffrey B. Les in 1951. However, the copy of Ryerson's Children's Literature Archive is the sixth edition, published by the same company in 1966. The critical approach I will take in this exhibition focuses on the
subject of escapism in Prince Caspian: the return to Narnia. Specifically, I will address how Lewis uses fantasy literature to adapt World War II for children's readers, who would have experienced the war and handled the second process. Prince Caspian: Return to Narnia 1951 Book Cover Summary: Prince Caspian: The Return to Narnia is a fictional novel
written by S. S. Lewis. This is the sequel to the book, The Witch Lion and the Wardrobe. A year has passed since the Fabenci brothers returned to England after having ruled Narnia as Kings and Queens respectively. In Narnia, however, it has been more than 1,000 years since the children left. With a stranger named Thelmarins, he has since invaded and
smuggled the Narns into the wilderness; Reducing them to nothing more than memories and myths. Prince Caspian X, the titular figure, is the rightful heir to the throne. His uncle, King Mirage, began sovereignty by assassinating Caspian's father, Caspian IX, and kept Caspian X alive until his successor was born. Sensing danger, Caspian flees the palace
into the woods, where he calls for help through Susan's magical horn. It summons the Children of Venance to Narnia. Together the former kings, Queens, Narns, Aslan himself, and all their allies fight to restore the throne and restore balance in Narnia. A brief history of World War II: World War II was franched between the Axis powers (Germany, Italy and
Japan) and allied powers (Britain, the Soviet Union and the United States). This war was a continuation of World War I, and was, in part, because of the heavy demands imposed on Germany under the Treaty of Versailles (Wright). Adolf Hitler, who came to power before the start of World War II, dreamed of German reunification and the survival of the Aryan
race, which he saw as a footwear. To ensure the survival of them, Hitler felt that certain actions were necessary. The main objective was to occupy and populate Soviet territories. Hitler did so because he believed that more land would ensure the survival of the German population. That goal was called levensrum (Lyons 47). Second, for the Aryan race to
survive, all other inferior blood must be eliminated. These included the disabled, the homosexuals, the political opponents, and especially the Jews (Lyons 47). Hitler's anti-Semitic sentiments were an ideology that predeceged European society since World War I. As minorities, the Jews were blamed for Germany's defeat. In Millions of Jews perished under
the ideology that they are inferior and outdid people. British children in The Second World War: Before The Second World War, an evacuation plan was set up in Britain planned as early as 1938 and put into force in 1939. Those of first priority during the evacuation process in which children aged 1-15, according to Carlson Jackson who studied the British
evacuation plan. Of this group, 5-15 year olds were classified as Category A, the easiest to evacuate, and made up about 20 percent of all evacuated children. These children were evacuated in taxi groups through their schools. It is especially important to note that these children are the ones who will make up the greatest memory of the ordeal, and the
Children of Pavansi fall under this category. In doing so, Lewis allowed his readers to connect with his characters and face the same difficulties as they did. World War II Allowance: In the fourth chapter of the novel, readers are introduced to Prince Caspian X and his evil uncle Mirage. At the center of the book's plot is Mirage's hatred of ancient Narnia. Ancient
Narnia is a reference to a time when Narnia was inhabited solely by desert animals and domestic creatures. In the novel, the very mention of everything related to ancient Narnia is told by Miraz as nonsense and for babies. As Der Cornelius explains to Caspian: everything you've heard about old Narnia is true. This is not the land of man. This is the state of
Aslan, the country of emerging trees and visible naysayers, of faons and sutters, of dwarfs and giants, of gods and centaurs, of talking animals... You telemarins silenced the animals... And trying to cover even their memory. The King won't let you talk about them. (Lewis 49) By eliminating those who stop the knowledge of these people (like the old sister),
Mirage makes these creatures nothing more than a myth. Therefore, Miraz became Hitler and the Narns' appropriation of the Jews. In this way, mass death and destruction of race is muscled down for children who may not fully understand the situation, but need to know about it in some way. Caspian and Child Evacuee: Caspian's initial meeting with
Nickbrick, the truffles hunter and Trumpkin parallels the situation of British evacuees. Caspian, forced to flee for his life, crosses paths with three different people. Each represents the three different types of absorption received by British children from their host families. The truffle hunter, Badger, greets Caspian with open arms and represents the families who
were kind and welcoming to the children they had collected. Nickbrick is hostile to Caspian and represents the families who felt the burden of eating with another mouth. This interaction represents the children who have experienced terrible During their evacuations. Trumpkin, on the other hand, is somewhat indifferent to Caspian. It represents those who
have been required of off-duty children, but has done nothing but what is required of them. Aware of how children greeted their host families, Lewis realized that each situation was unique, but each situation a child faced during evictions usually fell into one of those three categories. By adding these three characters and their ongoing conflict with caspian
acceptance, Lewis identifies the difficulties of fitting into another family and finding one's place after being uprooted. Lewis is fit for war again and gives his children's readers situations that are recognizable and nothing more. Narnia and Escapism: Escapism is defined as looking for enjoyed things to divert or distract from thinking about their reality
(escapism). In the 1940s, many children felt lost and out of place. That's why Lewis used fantasy realism as an appropriate way to take real situations and come to an easier understanding, by making it attractive and less destructive to children. In this novel, Caspian represents the recently evicted children while the Children of Febanci represent those who
have already been evicted. For the Children of Pavanci, their return to Narnia represents the urge to retreat to a place of comfort, familiarity and refuge. Narnia is a place where they have an agency. In the real world, a kid has no control over anything. They have no control over the war, where they are sent, who they will stay with, or with those they will live
with. However, Narnia is a place where the child rules. This is the child who has the power, not only to make decisions that affect their environment, but also to influence them directly. At various points in the novel, Lewis mentions how Narnia changes people by giving and promoting agency. As Edmund fought Trumpkin, he gradually began to regain his
fenity and skill. Lewis wrote, but Narnia's air had been working on him since they arrived on the island, and all his old battles had returned to him, and his hands and fingers remembered their old skill. He was King Edmund once more (Lewis 94). It's the country itself that changes Edmund and recreates his former skills. The longer he stays, the more he
becomes who he used to be and wants to be. He's changing from boy to king. Edmund's case isn't the only one where Narnia promotes the children's agencies. Peter becomes more like Supreme King Peter when he challenges Mirage to a single fight (155-56). His letter dictated with symthingness shows that he holds his pen like a sword and is as strong as
any adult in this country, even though he is just a child. In each of these cases, Lewis places the children in situations that allow them to enforce their power and power. The Children of Pavansi who have already grown up And became talented adults in this magical land, achieving the ability to seize the same agency upon their return. The agency allows
children to escape their miserable reality. Above all, Narnia allows children to understand the risks of war. The war they are fighting in Narnia is a reflection of the war fought in the real world. As former kings and queens, the children realize that if they lose, the Narns will not survive. This is analogous to the situation in Europe, because if the British and the
Alliance lose, the Jewish people will be eliminated. However, while Pevensies can do nothing about the situation in Europe, they have active roles in Narnia where they have the power to save the Narnians. Lewis and Stories: As Donald Glover declares, stories are powerful because they are able to blur the lines between reality and fantasy (78-79). If
anything can be said for Lewis, it's that he held a special place in his heart for the readers of his children. Hundreds of letters written by him were sent to the children in response to their enthusiasm. For the Narnia Chronicles series, which will be one of Lewis's greatest successes especially with children, his reading provides a way for children to recall
wartime and evacuation, and understand it all. John Bremmer says in his short biography of Lewis, the terrifying incidents in the book aren't so scary that kids can't enjoy... (54). Lewis's Prince Caspian provides a call suitable for both war and evacuation. This creates a fantastic area where children feeling strong can cope with any situation they are in. For
Lewis's first readers from 1951, Prince Caspian brings back painful emotions and memories. However, through fantasy literature, Lewis creates a recognizable and encouraging story that helps children sort through feelings of helplessness and displacement. This particular copy of Prince Caspian was published in 1966, 21 years after the end of World War II.
Why would Lewis's Narnia series, and more specifically, Prince Caspian, remain such a popular book that he continued to reprint? By then, child evacuees will be in their twenties and sixes. These are adults who once read the book after the war, to escape their reality, and to understand why it happened and how to move forward. Perhaps, the continued
success of this book is in its ability to continually adapt the war to children. Parents, who have experienced the war, may teach their children what it's like to be evicted by giving their children Prince Caspian. Through this, they share from generation to generation the hope and power that escape to another kingdom gives. As Ford declares, good stories can
make you think twice about a concrete idea (13). The war was a bleak time; For children, feelings of And helpless was common. Lewis gave his readers a place to explain why bad things happen, escaping to deal with these bad things, and hoping that even the most unseen people can make big differences. Link to CLA Umka works website quoted:
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